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An interesting article by T. W. Africa in
the Journal of the History of Ideas, XXII
(1961), 97-102, has assembled evidence
which implies that Marcus Aurelius was
addicted to opium. A statement in Galen's
De antidotis (K. XIV, 3-4) is central to
Africa's thesis. The Emperor was in the
habit of taking a certain small quantity of
theriac (l5crov At"(\J7t·rtouxUcX[lou[lsye:6o.;).When
he discovered that he was getting drowsy,
he had the poppy juice removed from the
compound. When slcepless nights ensued
he was compelled to return to the prepa-
ration containing the juice.1 Marcus
Aurelius took theriac as a general medicine,
not exclusively in order to survive possible
poisoning.2 The antidote of Andromachus
the younger (written in prose) used twenty-
four drachms of opium;3 that of An-
dromachus the elder, four drachms, two
obols.4 According to Africa this equals
"about 286 grains of opium";5 of the
recipe of Andromachus the younger "a
kyamos (Marcus Aurelius' daily dose)
would contain about .033 gram of opium,
hardly sufficient for addiction."6 It is
unclear from Galen (and from Africa's
discussion) which formula for <XvrLlhro.;
Galen followed during the campaign on
the Danube (to which XIV, 4 refers).
Apparently one common preparation con-
tained about six times as much opium as
the other. Africa refers perhaps hyper-
bolically to the Emperor's insomnia as the
"physical effects of \vithdrawal"7 and says
this suggests a larger daily dose of opium
than .033 gram. He may be right. But
apart from Galen nowhere does he cite an
unambiguous contemporary statement
that Marcus Aurelius was ever thought to
be under the influence of drugs. If such
surmises were to be made by an ancient
reader of Galen they would occur only
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aftcr at least the year 193, thirteen years
after the death of Marcus Aurelius. For
Galen refers in this book De antidotis to
his prepa,ring theriac for S(~ptimius Severus
in 193.8 Dio Cassius, who is the other
source for speculation about Marcus'
daily dosages, was only twenty-five, newly
arrived in Rome, when the Emperor died.9

I should like to suggest that there was
current during Marcus' life a rumor that
the Emperor was regularly under the
influence of a soporific. In Lucian Adv.
indoctum 23 we read: a.A:A', i1 xaTcbruyov,ote:t
TOcrOUTOV[lav8pay6pav xaTaxe:xucr6ataUTOUW';
TaUTCX[lev<xxoue:tV,EXe;LVa81:[l~ d8svcxt,oto.; [lev
crot/; [le:6'-I)[lepCXV~to.; ... (in reference to the
Emperor). The translation by H. W. and
F. G. Fowler of this passage is misleading :10
"And IS the Emperor drugged with
mandragora that he should hear of this and
never know the rest ~" Harmon is better :11
"But do you suppose, you rotter, that he
is so steeped in mandragora as to hear tha,t
and yet not know .. ~" It. has never been
doubted that the Emperor is Marcus
Aurelius,12 Further, the date of Adv.
indoctum is established. It was written
after the death of Peregrinus in 165 and
while Marcus was alive.13

Mandragora is more commonly referred
to in Greek than in Latin literature. "The
almost universal nature of these allusions
is to its narcotic powers which were pro-
verbial."14 J. Andre, Notes de lexicographie
botctnique grecq1le (Paris, 1958), lists [lav-
8pay6pcx.;under xtpxatov,15 Some call it
circaea, because the root is held (8oxe:t)to
be useful for making philters.16 But it is
its narcotic effect that is mentioned more
frequently than its. aphrodisiac effect. in
antiquity,17 Two other passages in Lucian
refer to the soporific powers of mandragora.
Timon 2: {J7tO[lav8pay6pa xcx6e:ulle:t.;,8.; oihe:



mentary to the chief of state. Rather, for
those who know the secret, Lucian's
question gains complexity. For those not
privy to what indeed may have had but
little currency, the statement still has the
ring of gross exaggeration. But to suppose
some degree of general knowledge of the
Emperor's daily dose and its effects lends
force and point to the question. One can
conclude that it was not in poor taste to
refer to such a habit, as it would be today
to refer, even obliquely, to alcoholism in
high families. Surely Galen and Dio
Cassius, after thcir subject's death, were
at no pains either to parade the fact or to
conceal it,.

'T:WVemopxouv'T:WV &XOOEte; oihE 'T:OUe;&lhxouv'T:oce;
emcrxonde;. In Verae historiae 2. 33, in
reference to the city of sleep: XOXACjl!1-E:Vm:pt
niXcrocv OC1h~v \)A1j &vecr'T:1jxE, 'T:eX3ev3poc 3'ecr'T:t
!1-~XWVEe;U<jJ1jAoctxed !1-ocv3pocy6poct. In connec-
tion with the passage from Adv. indoctum
Randolph notes that it admits of two
possible interpretations: "one might see
here a reference to madness produced by
mandragora: 'do you think him so mad
that, while he hears this, he does not
investigate your record l' ; but it is proba-
bly better. to understand a reference to
lethargy; this of course in line with the
other allusions to mandragora in Lucian."lB

Perhaps not all of Lucian's readers were
aware that a reference to a real situation
lay under what seems to be exaggeration.
The allusion is too open for it to have but
the one significance, highly uncompli-
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This paper attempts to present in as
simple and summary form as possible a
theoretical framework or model of the
basic syntactical structures characteristic
of the Latin sentence.

The sentence I define as the segment of
utterance occurring between distinctiones.

Experience may dictate certain qualifi-
cations in order to exclude possible forms
of nonsentence utterances, if such actually
occur; but this definition should prove
adequate for practical purposes.

My purpose is primarily theoretical;
and I deliberately forgo, for the moment,


